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This Engineering Master dissertation contributes to the energy efficiency area by applying “Ther-
mal design and optimization” methodologies to evaluate industrial feasible heat exchangers via
two case studies.
In a first approach, an enhancement to standard castor oil bio-diesel production process was pro-
posed by adding an oil preheater in a place just before pumping the raw material to the transes-
terification process. A methodology to select this preheater was developed by comparing exergy
transfer effectiveness and entropy generation in the usual fluid arrangements for heat exchang-
ers. Due to the best Second Law performance, Shell-&-Tube arrangement was selected and some
configurations analyzed by Bell-Delaware method to choose those geometric parameters that per-
form best. It is to highlight that configuration that has the standard manufacturing recommended
geometry relations is in very good agreement with exergy and second law analysis.
On the other hand, Plate-&-Frame heat exchangers have their main application in food process-
ing industry when a liquid - liquid situation is required. Due to this, 40 feasible gasketed-plate
water-water heat exchangers were simulated to show their behavior, by a performance analy-
sis, using First and Second Thermodynamic Laws indexes on some operational configurations of
them. Operational variable parameters were heat exchanger area, cold fluid port connection allo-
cation and room temperature. Main conclusion is that counter-current configurations have better
performance than parallel flow configurations due to influence of finite temperature difference.
Additionally, room temperature difference is a parameter that must be taken into account to select
this kind of heat exchanger.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Energy efficiency, as well as the sustainable use of energy, have become priority issues due to the
scarcity of non-renewable energy resources and the still insufficient capacity of renewable assets
to cover global energy demand. In 2014, the gross world supply of energy was 13550.52 megaton
equivalents of oil, of which only 13.3% was supplied by renewable sources, 5.6% by nuclear fis-
sion reactors and the rest by non-renewable sources [1]. This and other factors have precipitated
the price of a barrel of crude until around 40USD both the Brent and the WTI [2]. Meanwhile,
the International Energy Agency projects that, by the year 2040, the energy consumption of the
planet will be almost 50 % higher than that which currently exists. The aforementioned, added to
almost 3 percentage points per year of growth in the economy, results in an economic behavior
that would tend more and more to lower energy consumption with new policies of efficiency and
rational use of this resource [2], [3].
Colombia is considered a country with a relatively good energy supply [4]. Here industry dis-
tributes its energy consumption as follows: 40% of natural gas, 24% electric power, 17% coal
and mineral coke, 7% by oxidation of oil and its derivatives and the rest in unconventional alter-
native sources. Previous data represents the 22% of the nation’s total energy demand. Even so,
the import of gaseous fuel is expected to begin in the future. The data presented by Unidad de
Planeación Minero-Energética in [5] may lead one to think that there are only two options for the
country to remain independent in terms of energy: increasing production or decreasing consump-
tion. The first path would be the simplest for consumers, however, there are limitations such as
the search for new sources of energy, such as fuels, which must be inexpensive and have a low
carbon footprint to meet these energy needs without significantly affecting society [6], [7]. On
the other hand, the second option was not popular and was considered ineffective for developing
countries, despite this, some publications show the contrary [8].Therefore, reasonable, sustain-
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able and efficient use of energy seems to be a viable long-term solution for the economic-social
condition of the countries.
Implementation of programs of energy efficient use in the industry, results in economic savings,
lower costs of production, reduction of pollution and carbon footprint, in the productive chains.
The advantages of an energy efficiency process are the reduction of current energy consumption,
it does not produce pollution or generate a serious environmental impact. Among its results are
the reduction of energy costs and increased competitiveness, reduction of greenhouse gases, cre-
ation of a culture of efficient use of resources and zero impact on food production. According
to Quispe [9] for every 1 USD invested in efficiency to reduce 1 kWh, 4 USD is not invested in
installing 1 kWh, it is a business with profitability between 10% and 17%, and even more impor-
tant, it is the business where company assumes the least risks.
Wall, Ertesvåg and Mielnik in [10]–[12] show the close relationship that exists between sustain-
able processes with their second law or efficiency thermodynamic efficiency or exergy efficiency.
This means that by improving the exergy efficiency (or minimizing the generation of entropy)
in the processes, a lower energy consumption is ensured, less energy and materials are required
and lost in the effluents, as well as a decrease in polluting emissions to environment [13]. “Ther-
mal design and optimization” are methodologies for the projection of heat-based systems that
emphasize economic engineering, process simulation and optimization techniques. Its thermo-
dynamic formulation is based on exergy analysis, the minimization of entropy generation and
thermo-economics[14].
The current work presents methodologies based on “Thermal design and optimization” to evaluate
the performance of heat exchangers under feasible industrial conditions. To make it, secondary
objectives were proposed. First, thermodynamic models for Shell-&-Tube heat exchangers and
Plate-&-Frame heat exchangers were formulated; after that, entropy and exergy indicators were
adapted to heat exchanger models; and, finally energy efficiency charts of Shell-&-Tube heat ex-
changers and Plate-&-Frame (also named Gasketed-Plate) heat exchangers were created to show
some guidelines to evaluate the performance of the equipment. Those kinds of heat exchanger
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were chosen, due to they are the two most commonly used types of heat exchanger on industry
and are suitable for many applications [15], [16].
This dissertation collects two articles, produced during author current graduate course, for the
same number of chapters. Each article, as the current section, is self-contained with sections
adapted to the respective journal, but holding with the standard introduction, methods, results,
and discussion scheme plus reference (bibliography) section. Some equations are repeated for
the sake of clarity. After them, general concluding remarks are presented in chapter 4.
1.1. List of Publications
Table 1-1 presents the author current graduate course publications list. To avoid repetition and to
respect the reader, paper drafts are presented in this document according to publisher copyright
policies and self-archiving from SHERPA/RoMEO. For Energy Journal policy see [17] and for
International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer policy see [18].
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ABSTRACT
Castor oil has an especial hydroxyl fatty acid (cis-12-hydroxyoctadeca-9-enoic acid) which pro-
vides unique properties and unusual versatility as a raw material for biodiesel production. Major
energy spending of biodiesel production is due to heating and pumping. Unless biodiesel industry
can reduce the elevated energy demand, probably biodiesel will not be competitive and therefore
this problem is more pronounced for castor oil biodiesel industry. In this work a preheater was
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chosen in order to reduce pumping power by viscosity reduction and to reduce residence reac-
tor time due to activation energy decreasing supply. The design procedure is based on exergy
effectiveness transfer (EET) and maximum entropy (ME) approaches which are highly related
with energy efficiency. A 2-1 shell-and-tube heat exchanger obtained the highest performance
(in terms of EET and ME) among parallel, crossflow, counter current flow configurations here
studied. Additionally, a thermodynamical model based on molecular theory (SAFT − γ) for cas-
tor oil was proposed to estimate thermodynamic properties that are required for the rigorous heat
exchanger design, taking into account the eight most common fatty acid present in castor oil as a
mixture.
2.1. Introduction
Biodiesel is considered as an alternative for diesel fuel obtained from vegetable oils or lipids with
alcohol reactions. Biodiesel is nontoxic, biodegradable and environmentally friendly considered
as a renewable energy sources that contributes to greenhouse gas reduction [1]. Biodiesel pro-
duction mostly consists of a chemical reaction between vegetable or animal oil with alcohol such
methanol. Conventional production processes refer to transesterification procedures which oils
and alcohols react in liquid phase in the presence of a base catalyst (usually sodium hydroxide).
These processes have a fatty acid feedstock at room temperature that is conduced to chemical
reactor or a mixer (where it is blended with a methanol stream) by a pump.
There are different potential sources to obtain biodiesel such as fats and oils edible and non-
edible, that can be used as raw material [2]. Castor oil, also known as Ricinus oil, is a fatty acid
triglyceride (FA) within the seed of the castor plant, Ricinus communis L. Castor oil, rich in a
very unique hydroxyl fatty acid (H-FA), ricinoleic acid C18H34O3 structurally known as cis-12-
hydroxyoctadeca-9-enoic acid, a 18 carbon hydroxylated fatty acid having one double bond. The
presence of ricinoleic acid provides castor oil its unique properties and unusual versatility [3].De-
spite this, castor oil has the higher viscosity than other commercial fatty acid sources [4].
Biodiesel production from Ricinus oil has been identified as an important potential raw mate-
rial for the local production of biodiesel in several places around the world and has become a
17
booming business [5], [6]. Castor oil biodiesel is lower cost in comparison to vegetable oils [1].
Nevertheless, high viscosity of the methyl ester from ricinoleic acid, exceeds the maximum value
for kinematic viscosity in both ASTM D6751 and EN14214 biodiesel standards [7]. In addition,
ricinoleic acid has higher viscosity than it produced methyl ester.
Biodiesel production has different kind of troubles. Despite efforts to reduce energy costs, they
are still high (around 0.53 USD per liter [8]). Energy consumption is one of the most important
challenge for biodiesel industry [9]. Unless biodiesel industry can reduce the elevated energy de-
mand, probably biodiesel will not be competitive and therefore this problem is more pronounced
for castor oil biodiesel industry. In order to reduce energy costs, preheated castor oil steam that
enters to the chemical reactor could help to decrease energy costs due to fluid pumping power
is generally elevated because of vegetable oils have high viscosities; so temperature increasing
would reduce dynamic viscosity of vegetable oil.
On the other hand, higher conversion could be achieved by increasing the reaction temperature
and reaction time, so if temperature gradient in the reactive mixture could be reduce then there
is a direct reduction of heat that have to be added in the reactor [10]. For industrial biodiesel
processes, there are different ways to design a biodiesel production process independent of its
raw materials [11]. West et.al [12] have designed four processes to convert a waste vegetable oil
feedstock into biodiesel, in which they work with a heat exchanger using the bottom distillation
column to pre-heat their raw materials. The first two processes use pre-treated alkali and acid
catalysts; the others employed a heterogeneous acid catalyst and a supercritical method.In order
to aid energy costs in castor oil biodiesel production process, a preheater could reduce viscosity
and pump load before to be taken to the reactor. In order to design a preheater, any heat exchanger
design methodology requires not only thermodynamical properties of hot and cold fluids, as well
as, dynamical properties for global heat transfer coefficient calculation and heat exchanger geo-
metrical parameters [13].
Thermodynamical properties prediction for castor oil are limited a group contribution empirical
models where a big amount of data for fatty acids like-molecules is fitted and extended for other
18
similar molecules [14]–[16]. Huber et.al [17] have developed an equation of state (EoS) for soy
bean biodiesel using experimental data and thermodynamical theory. Molecular theories for FAs
and theirs fatty acid methyl steres (FAMES) have been studied by Olivera et.al [18] comparing
predictions between common cubic EoS and associating cubic EoS. Perdomo et.al [19] have de-
veloped a thermodynamical model for any FA, FAME and fatty acid ethyl ester (FAEE) and their
mixtures based on the modification of the statistical association fluid theory called SAFT − γ
[20], [21]. This approach is used in this work in order to predict the thermophysical properties of
Castor oil required in heat exchanger design methods.
Thermal analysis and design methods have been widely used for the study of thermal systems
emphasizing engineering economics, system simulation, and optimization methods [22]. The
methods of exergy analysis, entropy generation minimization, and thermoeconomics are the most
used strategies to design thermal equipments with high energy efficiency. In this work, the per-
formance of different kinds of preheaters for a castor oil biodiesel production are analyzed based
on a second law analysis and an exergetic criteria. Analysis and design of heat exchangers re-
quires to evaluate the entropy generation and/or exergy destruction as a consequence of the heat
exchange and the pressure drop as a function of the design variables [23]. First proposal presented
by West, in [12], is adapted to industrial conditions referred by Santana et.al [24] analyzing heat
exchanger performance for castor oil biodiesel plant where it works as a preheater where castor
oil requires heating with the aim of reduce viscosity and pump load. Several heat exchanger flow
configurations have been evaluated in order to obtain the most appropriated one for the castor oil
preheater.
2.2. Preheater performance and selection
Heat exchangers, one of the most common devices in industry, are used to move energy from
one fluid to another [13]. Adequately use of a heat exchangers considers their design, thermal
performance improvement, and volume – weight reduction [25]. In order to design and to check
performance in heat exchangers, it can be used different approaches such as logarithmic mean
temperature difference method (LMT D), heat exchanger effectiveness – number of transfer units
method (ε −NTU), ψ −P method and the P1−P2 method. These methods are summarized in
19
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 ,




εCmin4Tmax in ε−NTU method
P1C14Tmax in P−NTU method
FUA4Tlm in LMT D method
ψUA4Tmax in ψ−NTU method

. (2-1)
Each of these aforementioned methods require estimations of an effectiveness or a correlation
factor as a function of design parameters. The expression factor is used to indicate a common
first law of thermodynamics origin for both the effectiveness and correlation factor. Correction
factor does not have the physical meaning that the effectiveness does. Each method involves
a temperature difference, the maximum difference 4Tmax or the logarithmic-mean temperature
difference4Tlm.
2.2.1. NTU− ε METHOD
The heat exchanger effectiveness – number of transfer units method (NTU− ε) is used to design
heat exchangers as well as to check performance in operating installed devices. It is considered
as a powerful method in heat exchangers operating under steady states conditions, using the ef-
fectiveness concept [27]. It assumes, hot fluid heat losses are gained by the coldest fluid, working
with constant Prandtl and Reynolds numbers [27]. In NTU − ε method, only inlet conditions
need to be specified in order to estimate the outlet temperatures. It can be used in different kind
of heat exchangers (i.e., parallel, counter, cross flows, shell-and-tube) [13].
Generally, the (ε−NTU) method is preferred to design heat exchangers where heat transfer rates
have to be determined such as automotive, aircraft and air-conditioning applications. The LMTD
method could be used for rating problems, however computations are tedious and it requires
multiple iterations when outlet temperatures are unknown. Therefore, ε−NTU offers a simplified
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analysis and it can be easily used for thermodynamic modeling [13] which is this work purpose.
Table 2-1 summarizes different effectiveness expression for heat exchangers here analyzed.
Table 2-1: Effectiveness expressions for some heat exchangers
Type of Heat Exchanger ε (NTU,R)
Counterflow ε = 1−exp[−(1−R)NTU ]1−R∗exp[−(1−R)NTU ]
Parallel flow ε = 11+R {1− exp [−(1+R)NTU ]}





Crossflow, Cmax mixed and Cmin unmixed ε = 1R [1− exp{−R [1− exp(−NTU)]}]


















































2.2.2. MODELING CASTOR OIL THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Castor oil is a fatty acid mixture which is principally conformed by ricinoleic acid. Table 2-2
shows the average composition of castor oil. Castor oil is a highly non-ideal fluid and its ther-
mophysical properties are not well estimated yet, especially second derivative properties like heat
capability, speed of sound, etc. Perdomo et. al. [19] have proposed a model based on a version
of the statistical association fluid theory called SAFT − γ [20], [21] to represent thermodynami-
cal properties for fatty acids (FAs) and fatty acid alkyl esters (FAAEs). Same author model has
shown to be versatile for different kinds of fatty acid alkyl ester mixtures and for any combination
of them [28] due to its group contribution formulation. In this work, we have used this approach
to model castor oil as a mixture of the fatty acids profile shown in table 2-1 extracted from [29].
How it was mentioned above, Castor oil is a mixture of H-FA (ricinoleic acid and dihydroxys-
tearic acid) and commons FA (Linoleic, Oleic, Stearic, Palmitic, Eicosanoic and Linoleic acid).
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Their molecular structures are very important in order to model them by SAFT−γ approach [28].
Table 2-2: Castor oil composition [29]

























where N is the number of chain molecules in the mixture, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the
temperature. Now, AIDEAL is the ideal free energy, AMONO is the residual free energy due to the
monomer segments, ACHAIN is the contribution due to the bonding of monomers required form
a chain molecule and AASSOC describes the contribution to the free energy due to intermolecular
association. The energy contributions per molecule are functions of the energies per segment
and, as well as the total number of segments that comprise the respective i molecular specie in








Where sk corresponds to the proportion of each spherical segment in group k that contributes
to the overall properties of the molecule, and NG is the number of chemical groups present in
molecule i. Hydroxilated fatty acids contain a type b site (partial positive charged hydrogen atom
in the hydroxyl group), two type a in the hydroxyl group and, additionally, the same number and
types of sites already considered in FAs. Notice that H-FA can associate either with other FAs or























where nka is the number of associating type a sites in the group k, the first sum runs over species
i, the second sum, over all group types NG, and the third sums over all sites types NSTk. The term
Xika is defined as the fraction of molecules i not bonded at a site of type a, which is located on a
type k group. The fraction of molecules not bonded at a given site in a castor oil composed by a























ρx jνsa, jnsa,eX j,sa,e∆i, j,sa,sa,eH
))−1
.
In Eq. (2-5), the subscripts sa and aa represents the CHOH group for secondary alcohols (alka-
nols and enols) and the COOH group for carboxylic acids respectively. ∆i, j,aa,sa,eH and ∆i, j,sa,sa,eH
are quantities depending on the well depth of the square-well associative Hydrogen-bonding (HB)
interaction, εHBaa,sa,eH and ε
HB
sa,sa,eH , as well as on the available volume between sites. For more de-
tail to obtain Helmholtz free energy due to association, readers are referred to [19], [28]. In order
to model castor oil by SAFT − γ approach, the following set of parameters for each functional
group are required: the hard sphere diameters for ester group σaa and secondary alcohol in H-FA
σsa; the respective ranges and factor shapes λaa, saa and λsa, saa, the unlike parameter for cross
energy (εaa,sa/k). The aforementioned parameters values are given in Tables 2-3 and 2-4.
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Table 2-3: Individual group parameters for characteristic groups present in FA and H-FA for the SAFT −γ EoS. The
superscript (∗) in the groups indicates that the values were taken from [19], otherwise from Ref. [21].
Group ν∗k sk σkk (A
◦) λkk εkk/k (K) NSTk nk,e nk,H
COOH 3 0.644 2.806 1.538 269.285 2 2 1
CHOH 2∗ 0.4953∗ 2.9441∗ 1.7240∗ 297.2838∗ 2 2 1
CH3 1 0.6670 3.8100 1.4013 252.601 0 0 0
CH2 1 0.3330 4.0270 1.6610 240.482 0 0 0
CH = 1 0.3700 3.5580 1.6970 315.343 0 0 0
Table 2-4: Cross group energy parameters (εkl/k) for the SAFT − γ EoS for FAs groups. The superscript (∗) indicates
that the value of the interaction were taken from [19], (∗∗) were obtained in this work, the others from
Ref. [21].
Group CH3 CH2 CH = COOH CHOH
CH3 252.6010 261.5200 232.335 257.515 242.4059∗
CH2 261.5200 240.4820 221.117 283497 265.3959∗
CH = 232.3350 221.1170 315.343 - 274.2938∗
COOH 257.515 283.497 - 269.285 301.255∗∗
CHOH 242.4059∗ 265.3959∗ 274.2938∗ 301.255∗∗ 297.2838∗










For a second law analysis, liquid density and isobaric heat capability are mainly required. Liquid
density is obtained following the same procedure shown in Ref [19], and isobaric heat capability
by the following set of thermodynamical relationships:
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Table 2-5: Group contribution division in SAFT − γ approach
Fatty Acid
Group Ricinoleic Linoleic Oleic Stearic Palmitic Dihydroxystearic Eicosanoic Linolenic
CH3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
CH2 13 12 14 16 14 14 18 10
CH = 2 4 2 0 0 0 0 6
CHOH 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0



































































where Cv is the isochoric heat capability, Cp the isobaric heat capability which are required for
first integral, and β T is the isothermal compressibility coefficient required for the second integral
of Eq (2-19). To apply SAFT − γ approach to castor oil, molecules have to be divided into theirs
constitutive small functional groups as it shown in Table 2-5.
In order to estimate the pressure drop effects, dynamic viscosities and thermal conductivities
are required for both fluids. All hot fluid properties (water in this case) are calculated from
[30]. Castor oil viscosity is obtained as a function of temperature using a group contribution
model based on empirical correlations proposed by Ceriani et.al. in [15], [16]. Castor oil thermal
conductivity is calculated as a function of temperature using the experimental data of Ref [31].
It is worth mentioning that SAFT − γ and the method presented by Ceriani, divide castor oil
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molecules into different groups classifications.
2.2.3. THERMODYNAMICAL MODELING AND ANALYSIS FOR HEAT EXCHANGER SE-
LECTION
Thermodynamic heat exchanger design enable us to identify the principal factors that affect ef-
fectiveness and to understand the thermodynamic efficiencies of heat exchangers. In this work,
exergy and entropy are studied for different heat exchanger flow arrangements as criteria for eval-
uation/selection of a castor oil heat exchanger.
Entropy Generation
In heat exchanging processes, heat transfer and flow characteristics are determined by a phenom-
ena called irreversibility. Shah, in [26], reduced heat transfer irreversibilities into five cases: a
finite temperature difference, mixing of dissimilar fluids, fluid friction, phase change and flow
throttling. For the heat exchangers here analyzed, irreversibilities due to finite temperature differ-
ence and fluid friction are taken into account for their major role. Different authors [26], [32]–[37]
have shown expressions for maximun entropy generation (MEG) as a function of heat capability
ratio, heat exchanger effectiveness (thus number of transfer unit and flow arrangement), as shown
in Eq. 2-14. In this work, Eq. 2-14 only has two contributions; one due to the finite temperature
differences and the other due to fluid friction that are described in Eqs. 2-15 and 2-16.
Ṡirr
Cmax
= S∗ = f (R,ε,ϑ) = f (R,NTU,ϑ , f lowarrangement) , (2-14)







+ ln [1+ εR(ϑ −1)] . (2-15)
where ϑ is defined as the inlet temperature ratio (ϑ = T1,i/T2,i). Fluid friction contribution has to
















Exergy could be defined as a maximum useful work obtainable when the system interacts with its
thermodynamic surroundings. For a material stream, exergy can be estimated as follows,
e = h−h∞−T∞ (s− s∞) . (2-17)
























More detail about equation 2-18 derivation, see [23]. In order to introduce the exergy transfer
effectiveness (ETE) which is defined as real exergy transfer and maximum exergy transfer in the
heat exchanger ratio where maximum exergy occurs when cold fluid reaches hot fluid inlet tem-
perature and there is no pressure drop. In this work, ETE is implemented for all heat exchangers
shown in Table 2-1, and integrated for the wide inlet to outlet conditions using Gaussian quadra-
tures [38]. It is important to highlight that fluid thermophysical properties are evaluated for this
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2.3. Operation conditions and calculation procedure
How it was mentioned, the inlet operation conditions are extracted from Ref [24], and listed in
table 2-6. All fluids thermodynamical properties are calculated at bulk temperature and the wall
temperature is calculated as the mean of bulk temperatures of hot and cold fluids. ETE and MEG
are calculated using the calculation scheme shown in Fig. 2-1.
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Figure 2-1: Scheme of calculation for ETE and EG.
Table 2-6: Inlet operation conditions Ref [24]
Condition value unit
Hot fluid mass flow rate 500 kg/s
Cold fluid mass flow rate 1000 kg/s
Hot fluid inlet temperature 90 oC
Cold fluid inlet temperature 20 oC
Hot fluid Boiler Water
Cold fluid Castor oil
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Figure 2-2: Cold fluid exergy transfer effectiveness vs NTU: (dotted line) Parallel flow, Crossflow (dash-dot line;
both sides mixed), (solid line) Shell-&-tube 1 to 2 TEMA E, Crossflow (dashed line; Cmin unmixed and
Cmax mixed).
Curves for cold fluid ETE as a function of NTU are shown in Figs. 2-2 and F2-3 for different
class of fl arrangement. Higher values for ETE are found for large NTU values due to the
exit temperatures between cold and hot fluids are so close, but each flow arrangement has its
maximun ETE. Counterflow and shell-&-tube show the higher ETE values than the other arraign-
ments. Counterflow has the highest values of effectiveness, but it requires high values of NTU.
By other hand, shell-&-tube reaches high ETE values for short NTU compared to counterflow ar-
rangement. High NTU values are related with high heat transfer areas instead of high overall heat
transfer coefficients, because real single phase heat exchanger overall heat transfer coefficients
do not exceed 4500 W/m2K [13].
Irreversibilities are an unfavorable effect over efficiency and thermal behavior of the heat ex-
changer. The EG curves ,Figs. 2-4 and 2-4, show that entropy is highly generated for short NTU
values due to a finite temperature difference and they have their maximum for a fixed value of
NTU that depends on flow arrangement. From this maximum, EG decreases inasmuch temper-
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Figure 2-3: Cold fluid exergy transfer effectiveness vsNTU: (dotted line) Shell-&-tube 2 to 4 TEMA E, Crossflow
(dash-dot line; Cmin mixed and Cmax unmixed), (solid line) Counterflow , Crossflow (dashed line; both
sides unmixed).
ature difference between hot and cold fluids are closer each other. At this point, pressure drop
starts to take an important role in entropy generation.
Counterflow arrangement shows the lowest values in term of EG for the different NTU values,
but the Shell-&-tube configurations reach the lower values of EG for short NTU values. Feasible
values of NTU cannot be short or high, so the better heat exchanger configuration is Shell-&-
tube configuration. Useful work is notably affected by entropy generation because NTU values
between 1.5 and 2.3 range the maximum values of ETE and the minimum values of EG. It is
required to obtain more detailed calculations for Shell-&-tube heat exchangers in order to estimate
better geometrical parameters and to determine their influence in ETE and EG. Detailed analysis
requires calculations of ETE for both hot and cold fluids, and EG using rigourous design methods
for Shell-&-tube heat exchangers.
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Figure 2-4: Cold fluid entropy generation vs NTU: (dotted line) Parallel flow, Crossflow (dash-dot line; both sides
mixed), (solid line) Shell-&-tube 1 to 2 TEMA E, Crossflow (dashed line; Cmin unmixed and Cmax
mixed).
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Figure 2-5: Cold fluid entropy generation vs NTU: (dotted line) Shell-&-tube 2 to 4 TEMA E, Crossflow (dash-dot
line; Cmin mixed and Cmax unmixed), (solid line) Counterflow , Crossflow (dashed line; both sides
unmixed).
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2.3.1. SHELL-&-TUBE HEAT EXCHANGER THERMODYNAMICAL ANALYSIS
This kind of heat exchanger has a certain degree of complexity due to shell side flow. Many
variables are involve from geometrical variables to hydrodynamic effects (flow leakage, bypass,
etc). In this work, Bell-Delaware method (BDM) is used as a design method to consider all the
aforementioned effects into shell side [39]. Calculations for exergy and entropy require accurate
pressure drop estimations for both tube and shell sides for a real thermal analysis predictions [26].
Tube side pressure drop and heat transfer coefficient
Castor oil is chosen as the tube side fluid because of its high value for viscosity. Tube side
pressure drop effect can be divide into different contribution as Eq. (2-20) shows. Pressure drop
calculations, used in this work, contain all contributions shown in (2-20). Entrance and exit
pressure lost coefficients for a multiple circular tube core are obtained, extracting data from [40]
and generating an empirical equation as a function of σ (ratio of core minimum free flow area to






1−σ2 + kc︸ ︷︷ ︸
























exit e f f ect
. (2-20)









t , Ret > 10000
1.86(RetPrt ./(L/di))1/3φ 0.14t Ret ≤ 10000.
(2-21)
Shell side pressure drop and heat transfer coefficient
In the Bell-Delaware method, the shell heat transfer coefficient is calculated using Eq. 2-22. It
depends on a different set of J values that are related with fluid movement thought the shell.
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hshell = hidJcJlJbJsJr. (2-22)
The Shell side pressure drop is affected by leakage and bypass effects. Three terms are considered
in the BD method for pressure drop calculations related with baffle, window and inlet-outlet shell
parts [13].







Tube and shell sides velocities where fixed as 3.1 and 2.1 respectively. These values are assumed
in the range of 3 to 8 f t/s for tube side and 2 to 5 f t/s for shell side, in order to equilibrate high
fouling rates at low velocities and erosion at high velocities [26]. Different set of shell-&-tube
geometrical parameter are studied in this work in order to chose a good enough configuration that
simultaneously reaches high values of ETE and low values for EG. The different set of configu-
rations are listed in Table 2-7. Each configuration has its own ETE and EG behavior as a function
of NTU. ETE and EG scheme of calculation for a Shell-&-tube heat exchanger is shown in Fig
(2-6).ETE calculations for each configuration are shown in Fig (2-7) which contains ETE for hot
fluid (2-7,a) and (2-7,b) for cold fluid.
All curves reach a maximum value of ETE for a fixed value of NTU; at this point pressure drop
starts to play the principal roll in ETE due to high areas despite outlet temperatures are close to in-
let temperatures (Tho close to Tci), fluid friction is very high and exergy transfer is so inefficient.
Higher value of ETE is reached by configuration 1 which uses the low value of tube diameter,
and higher tube passes. It is important to highlight that recommended values for tube pitch, and
baffle cut in literature [13], [26] are chosen in configuration 1 and then there is an thermal design
explanation of this empirical criteria values in term of exergy. By other side, worst configuration
(in term of ETE) is number 3 that has the lowest value of tube passes. Results shows that tube
passes increases ETE values.
In addition to ETE, EG calculations show that entropy has a local maximum for low values of
NTU how was discussed in section 2.3. Pressure drop start to increase EG until a local minima is
33
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Figure 2-6: Scheme of calculation for ETE and EG in Shell-&-tube heat exchangers.
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Figure 2-7: Effectiveness Transfer Exergy vs NTU for Shell-&-tube heat exchangers: a) Cold fluid b) Hot fluid.
(solid line) Configuration 1, (dashed line) Configuration 2, (dash-dot line) Configuration 3, (dotted line)
Configuration 4, (tight solid line) Configuration 5
Table 2-7: Shell-&-Tube HE configurations
CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS
Arrangement Pt Baffle cut d×10−3[m]
Wall thicknes
×10−3[m] np
1 90o 1.25 25% 6.35 0.406 6
2 45o 1.4 15% 9.53 1.245 4
3 30o 1.5 20% 9.53 0.559 2
4 45o 1.3 30% 12.7 0.711 6
5 30o 1.2 40% 9.53 0.559 4
found. Minimum values for each configuration are shown in Fig (2-8) where dimensionless EG is
plotted as a function of NTU. Lower values of EG are preferred in order to obtain the less possible
rate of irreversibility production. Configurations 2 and 5 have the same number of tube passes
but pretty different values for pitch, so it can see the differences in EG behaviour. Configuration
3 presents a discontinuity close to NTU = 2.1 due to heat transfer coefficients and pressure drop
empirical correlations are fractionated functions of Reynolds number and in this zone there is a
flow regimen change. Figures (2-7) and (2-8) coincide in optimal regions of NTU; lower values
of EG and higher values of ETE. In both cases, configuration 1 has obtained the optimal values
than the others.
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Figure 2-8: Dimensionless Entropy Generation vs NTU for Shell-&-tube heat exchangers: a) Cold fluid b) Hot fluid.
(solid line) Configuration 1, (dashed line) Configuration 2, (dash-dot line) Configuration 3, (dotted line)
Configuration 4, (tight solid line) Configuration 5
2.4. Conclusions
This study was done in order to develop a thermal analysis based on exergy efficiency and en-
tropy generation in a heat exchanger used for preheat a castor oil feed stock before to get int
a reactor. Required castor oil thermophysical properties have been obtained using a molecular
model based on SAFT −γ approach. Exergy transfer effectiveness (ETE) and Entropy generation
(EG) as a function of NTU have been obtained for different heat exchanger flow arrangements
where counter flow and Shell-&-tube flow reached the optimal value in terms of ETE and EG.
For intermediate values of NTU, Shell-&-tube flow shows most feasible values of ETE and EG.
The Bell-Delaware method has been used as rigorous heat exchanger design method in order to
obtain pressure drops and global heat transfer coefficient in Shell-&-tube heat exchangers. Five
different geometrical configurations have been studied in order to determine the better option in
terms of ETE and EG; configuration 1 has the higher ETE and the lower EG values for a feasible
NTU. Configuration 1 has the recommended pitch ratio 1.25 and 25% Baffle cutoff in term of
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fluid flow and mechanical aspects which are in very good agreement with exergy and second law
analysis.
It is known that multiple tube passes increases the heat exchanger capital cost, so optimum value
of thermodynamic behavior could not match with cost optimum. There is necessary an thermo-
economical optimization to implement this approach to real life design problems. It is necessary
to obtain an optimization function for the dual problem (maximun EET - minimum EG) as a
function of the different set of geometrical parameters.
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2.5. Nomenclature
P , Pressure [Pa]
q , Heat Transfer Rate [W ]
C , Specific Heat [J/kgK]
T , Temperature [K]
F , Logarithmic Mean Temperature Difference correction factor dimensionless
U , Overall heat transfer coefficient [W/m2K]
Ao , Heat transfer area [m2]
R , Cmin/Cmax dimensionless
ṁ , Mass flow rate [kg/s]
gc , Dimensional constant [kgm/Ns2]
k , Loss coefficient for flow at heat exchanger entrance dimensionless
f , Fanning friction factor dimensionless
L , Length [m]
r , Radius [m]
N , Number, molecular number dimensionless
n , Number dimensionless
S , Entropy [J/K]
h , Specific enthalpy [J/kg]
s , Specific entropy [J/kgK]
sk , Shape factor of k group dimensionless
E , Exergy [J]
v , Specific volume [m3/kg]
A , Helmholtz energy [J]
AIDEAL , Ideal energy of a chain molecules mixture dimensionless
AMONO , Monomer energy of a chain molecules mixture dimensionless
ACHAIN , Chain energy of a chain molecules mixture dimensionless
AASSOC , Association energy of a chain molecules mixture dimensionless
ABOND , Bond information energy of a chain molecules mixture dimensionless
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N , Molecular numbers dimensionless
k , Boltzmann constant [m2kg/s2/K1]
s , Spherical segment dimensionless
Xika , Molecular fraction of species i not bonded at a site of type a which dimensionless
is located on a type k group
xi , Molar fraction of i component dimensionless
exp , Euler function dimensionless
2.5.1. SYMBOLS
ε , Effectiveness dimensionless
∆ , Change
∆i j,kl,ab , Function of association strength between sites a and b located
on groups k and l of components i and j
ψ , ∆Tm/(Th,i−Tc,i) dimensionless
ρ , Density [kg/m3]
σ , Ratio of free flow area to frontal area dimensionless
τ , Dummy variable itegrated from 0 to NTU×R
ϑ , Inlet temperature ratio dimensionless
νk,i , Number of groups of type k in the molecule i dimensionless
ν∗k , Number of segments that comprises ten k group dimensionless
µka , Number of associationg type a sites in the group k dimensionless
λkl , Range of segment - segment SW interaction dimensionless
σkl , Contact diameter between k and l segments dimensionless
β , Compressibility coefficient [1/K]
φ , µw/µs dimensionless



















sa CHOH group for secondary alcohols









H Proton-donor type association site
e Proton-accepting type association site
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2.5.4. ABBREVIATIONS
T EMA Tubular Exchanger Manufacturers Association
SAFT Statistical Associating Fluid Theory
FAAE Fatty Acid Alkyl Esters
ET E Exergy Transfer Effectiveness
MEG Maximum Entropy Generation
EG Entropy Generation
H−FA Hydroxyl Fatty Acid
FA Fatty Acid
LMT D Logarithmic Mean Temperature Difference
NTU Number of Transfer Units
FDT Finite Temperature Difference
FF Fluid Flow
NG Number of Chemical Groups Present in Molecule
NC Number of Chemical Compunds
NS Number of Segments
NSTk Number of Sites of k Type in Molecule
EoS Equation of State
HB Hydrogen-Bonding
SW Square Well Potential
H−FAME Fatty Acid Methyl Esters With Hydroxy Group
AST M American Society for Testing And Materials
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ABSTRACT
Gasketed-Plate heat exchangers have their main application in food processing industry when a
liquid - liquid situation is required. The aim of this work is to show the behavior, by a perfor-
mance analysis, using first and second thermodynamic laws on some operational configurations of
feasible gasketed-plate heat exchangers. To reach it, 40 simulations were done using an adaptive
damped secant shooting method to solve the distributed-U differential model proposed by Pinto
and Gut. With simulation solutions, heat and exergy transfer effectiveness, dimensionless entropy
generation, entropic potential loss and energy efficiency index were calculated when both fluids
are above room temperature, below room temperature and almost one crossing room temperature.
Main conclusion is that countercurrent configurations have better performance than parallel flow
configurations due to influence of finite temperature difference in equipment and higher NTU are
reached when fluids are above room temperature for same geometry.
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3.1. Introduction
Heat exchangers (HX) are a group of devices that can transfer thermal energy from one fluid to
another due to a temperature difference between them. Tubular, plate, and extended surface are
the HX main groups classification based on construction geometries. Gasketed-Plate Heat Ex-
changers (PHX), also called plate and-frame heat exchangers, are equipment that belongs to the
plate HX category [1].
A standard PHX consist on a group of corrugated plates, for heat exchanging improvement, which
have strategically allocated gaskets that seals a channel between plates when they are compressed
in a frame. Channels allow the fluids (that enter from the same or opposite sides of the equipment)
to exchange heat, by co current or counter flow arrangement, though the plates. Due to this, PHX
could reach a lot of different flow configurations including parallel, series, single, multi pass and
their combinations, among others [2].
PHX can be found mainly in food and beverage processing industry but it can be found in pharma-
ceutical, rubber and petrochemical industries, and power plants, inter alia. [3]. Its compactness,
high heat transfer coefficient, simple maintenance, low cost, and the easy adaptable heat transfer
area through plate addition or plate dismounting , make PHX one of the most common device
in all industries [4]. Additionally, PHX requires less bulky equipment with higher heat transfer
surface compared to Shell and-Tube heat exchangers [5].
Correct sizing of a PHX is established depending on heat duty requirement and heat exchanger
characteristics. Its flexibility and operative advantage contrast with the complexity to formulate
a model for its steady flow behavior [6]. Wolf modeled PHXs as a coupled system of ordinary
linear differential equations (ODE) in [7] and many solution methods have been proposed. Wolf
[8], Zaleski [9], Settari & Venart [10], Zaleski & Klepacka [11], and Kandlikar & Shah [12]
worked on the approximated solution to the system of ODEs, applying constant coefficients (not
temperature dependent fluid properties) or simplified geometric/operative conditions.
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Kandlikar & Shah [12] showed some guidelines for pass arrangements by effectiveness - NTU
through different sets of design charts. They solved the linear ODEs coupled system, proposed by
Wolf in [7], using the Gauss-Seidel iterative finite difference method. Their procedure produced
results for 0 to 100 plates arrangements and six pass configuration. They settled that detailed de-
sign calculations are necessary to decide the best pass arrangement for an allowable pressure drop.
Zaleski & Klepacka [13], simulated around 150 different configurations for gasketed plate heat
exchangers by solving the coupled ODEs system. They used fixed thermo physical fluid proper-
ties and an exponential function approximation for the temperature profiles. Zaleski & Klepacka
took in account the plate number influence, fluids arrangement and port connection on average
temperature difference, temperature effectiveness and logarithmic mean temperature difference.
Zaleski & Klepacka’s main conclusion was that couterflow configurations yields the highest ef-
fectiveness. Aditionally, Zaleski & Klepacka found some important relationships between geo-
metrical, operational an thermal variables on PHX; for example, if the PHX channel number is
large, heat transfer coefficient tends to decrease, and if both fluid pass number are equal or less
than 2, parallel flow PHX are more efficient. It is important to highlight that In [13] all perfor-
mance parameters were based on thermodynamics first law.
Pinto & Gut [2], modeled generalized PHX configurations by means of a system of ODEs, with
constant coefficients, which allows an analytical solution. Then the results of the analytical solu-
tion were compared with the general temperature dependent solution. They concluded that their
model is a useful tool to study the PHX performance and may be used to select the optimal con-
figuration. In relation to that, the first step to rate an equipment is to model it to simulate the
behavior of fluids under certain geometry and operating conditions. It is useful and common
to use the results of certain simulations to perform calculation that can show additional and not
obvious information of the HX how it is going to be shown next. Heat exchanger effectiveness,
proposed by Kays & London [14], and exergy transfer effectiveness proposed by Wu et al. [15],
are examples of rating parameters that expose hidden information that an only be discovered by
additional calculations based on the quantity of energy and the quality of energy, respectively.
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Qiao et al. [6] developed a generalized flow configurations PHX analysis model. Their model
is capable of handling more than three fluids, flow maldistribution, single-phase, and two-phase
flow. Quiao et al. model divided the PHX into discrete slices that were determined by successive
substitution approach. They concluded that model’s predicted results had matched their experi-
ments within a 5% error in heat load and it is suitable for optimization context.
Sammeta et al. [4] used the results of CFD simulations over a 9 channel corrugated plate heat
exchanger geometry to create ε −NTU and θ −P performance charts, variating the fluids heat
capacity ratio for a series-parallel and a series counterflow flow configurations. Their results show
that series counterflow plate heat exchangers have the best performance and there is not heat ca-
pacity ratio influence on performance curves. They only analyzed first law parameters.
Khairul et al. [16] proposed an analytical - experimental procedure to measure exergy destruction
and exergy transfer effectiveness on a corrugated plate heat exchanger. They used a counterflow
PHX with hot water and multiple volume concentration cold metal oxide nanofluids solution to
obtain the necessary data to calculate thermodynamic average temperature and exergy loses from
both fluids. Khairul et al. noted that an increment on flow rate of the working fluid results in
a higher pressure drop and pumping power. Additionally, cold fluid nanoparticles concentration
increased the exergetic heat transfer effectiveness.
Wenterodt et al. [17] presented a second law analysis through irreversibilities and the entropic
potential concept for an arbitrary energy transformation process. In the same manuscript, they
applied the concept to a single-phase PHX with 45◦ “fish bone pattern” plates, where required
data for theoretical analysis was obtained from a CFD simulation. Almost 2000 simulations re-
sults of a simplified model showed that an optimum value for minimum entropic potential loss or
energy devaluation number could be reached for a certain Reynolds numbers.
Nilpueng et al. [18] presented some experimental results on water - water plate heat exchangers
that worked over 25◦C, showing chevron angles, surface roughness, and working conditions im-
pact on PHX thermo-hydraulic parameters, and thermal performance factor. They concluded that
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optimal values of thermal performance factor were obtained for 30◦ chevron angle.
Recently, Zhang et al. [19] proposed a new criterion to grade energy efficiency on a PHX based
on the overall heat transfer coefficient and pressure gradient ratio called Energy Efficiency Index
(EEI). Zhang et al. stated that “EEI can quantitative test the performance of plate heat exchang-
ers and hence can grade them in terms of energy efficiency”, relating EEI directly with the first
thermodynamics law but also concluded that it can match with second law of thermodynamics.
PHX with EEI ≥ 206.12 are high efficiency equipment and exchangers with EEI ≤ 176.35 have
low energy efficiency following their approach.
Tan et al. [20] studied the PHX performance using the Nusselt number and friction factor, chang-
ing chevron angle, corrugation aspect ratio and plate segments for laminar and turbulent flow.
They found that increment in chevron angle and corrugation aspect ratio is a good way to en-
hance PHX performance but also the trade-off between heat transfer, and pressure drop could be
considered in equipment design.
Real-life operating conditions are those working parameters (geometrical and thermo-hydraulic)
based on realistic context which are used on equipment simulation to produce feasible results for
industry [21]. Standing on this concept, room temperature and feasible pressure drop are two
variables to take into account in HX rating and designing to represent a realistic context. Envi-
ronmental temperature refers to the HX surrondings temperature. Martinaitis & Streckiene [22]
analyzed HE-room thermal energy direction influence over exergy efficiency concluding that best
performance could be reached designing away from room temperature. In addition, Martinaitis et
al. [23] proposed a piecewise exergy efficiency function to overcome a variable room temperature
condition for a HVAC (Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning) system, through Marmolejo &
Gundersen [24] work. Martinaitis et al. concluded that their approach is suitable when reference
environment temperature is above, across and below temperatures involved operation fluids in
HVAC and that could be useful to obtain optimized designs when environment reference temper-
ature changes during the operation.
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On the other hand, pressure drop on PHX is a function of mass flow rate through channels;
likewise mass flow rate is directly related to velocity inside them [2]. HX velocity have to be
established maintaining a balance between, pressure drop, pumping power, fluid fouling, and
pipelines erosion [1]. Based on these facts and fluid characteristics, there are recommended lim-
its and optimal velocity values for PHX, based on actual operating conditions. Baek et al. [25]
proposed a fouling removal procedure applying 1 m/s and 1.25 m/s to chilled water - air bubbles
mix inside PHX channels. Bani & Peschel [26] exposed a study where velocity was increased
from 0.30 m/s to 0.42 m/s on a CO2 - water plate cooler to reduce fouling in plates. Changain
et al. [27] proposed that there is not theoretical justification to clean PHX using 1.5 m/s for
cleaning solution and stated that whey protein soil could be removed using the same solution at
0.175 m/s. Goode et al. [28] established that there were more fouling on PHX from condensed
vapor on wort boiling system when velocity was 0.07 m/s than 0.14 m/s. Goode et al. stated
too that higher flow velocity produces more efficient removal at the start of cleaning on shampoo
fouling, using a velocity domain from 0.14 m/s to 0.47 m/s . Finally, experimental data obtained
by China Standardization Committee on Boilers and Pressure Vessels, cited by Zhang et al. [19],
proposed actual PHX velocity range from 0.1 m/s to 1.0 m/s.
This work aim consists in analyzing feasible PHX by particular first and second law performance
indexes which take into account real operation velocities and environmental temperature effect.
Indexes have been individually analyzed and in a group manner following the same thermal do-
main size (NTU) . In order to obtain accurate values for the gains and losses of energy for here
selected efficiency indexes, the ODE set proposed by Gut & Pinto [2] has been solved using an
stable and convergent approach. Stability and convergence are pretty important to future works
on thermo-economic model optimizations. Thermodynamic and hydraulic fluid properties have
been evaluated as a function of the internal temperature profile (main source of instabilities and
convergence delays in the model solution) in order to understand indexes values through the dif-
ferent PHX configurations. Thermal size variation has been simulated adding and/or removing
plates to PHX how it is carried out in a real industrial operation. Due to room temperature effect
over the second law based indexes, different cases where fluid temperature profiles are above,
below or, crossing room temperature have been studied. Current work is proposed as new tool
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to select, evaluate or characterize new designs and/or installed single-phase PHXs at real operat-
ing and environmental conditions which affect the energy efficiency for these kind of important
devices.
3.2. Methodology
3.2.1. PLATE HEAT EXCHANGER MODEL
The model presented by Gut & Pinto [2] has been selected to obtain the temperature distribu-
tion for each PHX fluid. Through this model, simulations can be carried out for generalized
configurations as well as to solve a coupled system of differentials equations with constant or
temperature-dependent coefficients. In addition to Gut & Pinto’s model, fluid properties like heat
capacity, thermal conductivity, density, viscosity, and thermal expansion coefficient have been
calculated as a function of temperature inside the PHX using the empirical correlations of Yaws
[29] and T-dependent coefficients or distributed-U model. The coupled set of ODEs for PHX can










Where T is fluid temperature, x is channel flow direction coordinate, s is channel flow direction
parameter, w is effective plate width for heat exchanger, Φ is plate area enlargement factor, U is
overall heat transfer coefficient, ṁ is fluid mass flow rate and cP is fluid specific heat at constant
pressure; for each channel i between plates inside the heat exchanger.
Because T-dependent coefficients and fluid properties, the differential equations system solution
must be done numerically, but taking in account that not all the necessary boundary conditions es-
tablished are initial conditions. Consequently, an iterative “shooting method” has been proposed
to solve the problem, following the approach present in [30]. The solutions scheme is presented
in Fig. 3-1. In addition, for each iteration, the new approximation have to be recalculated using a
combination of different upgrades for the sake of algorithm speed and stability [30]. They include
a one-step adaptive damped secant iteration, only using the numerical Jacobian matrix main diag-
onal obtained from previous approximation. Variable coefficients for the system of ODE includes
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Step 0: Setting fluid sides, fluid propeties




Step 2: Using Gut & Pinto [2] Ap-
pendix B, to obtain boundary conditions.
Step 3: Solving numerically the Gut
& Pinto model (Eq. (3-1)) to obtain





Step 5: Using correct initial condi-
tions, to get temperature profile of PHX.
Step 6: Finding U (Eq. (3-2)), ε (Eq. (3-
7)), NTU (Eq. (3-8)) and ∆P (Eq. (3-5)).
Step 7: Solving exergy integrals (Eq. (3-11)),
evaluating entropy generation function (Eqs. (3-9)
and (3-10)), energy efficiency index (Eq. (3-12))
and entropic potential loss number(Eq. (3-13)).
End
Step 1.1: Setting a new guess for
bottommost and topmost position
temperatures in PHX, algorithm
tolerance and camping value.
Step 4.1: Using damped se-






Figure 3-1: Shooting method algorithm
the global coefficient of heat transfer (U) for each control volume (two consecutive plates and the











+R f I +R f II
)−1
(3-2)
Where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, δp is the thickness of metal plate, kp is the
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plate thermal conductivity and R are the fluid fouling factor for sides I and II. The theory of
Martin [31] implies that momentum transfer is similar to heat transfer in plate heat exchangers,
so empirical models presented in Eq. (3-3) for the Nusselt number (Nu) and Eq. (3-4) for the





















Where Dh is the equivalent diameter of channel, k is the fluid thermal conductivity, Pr is the
Prandtl number, µ̄ is the mean temperature viscosity, µw is the plate-wall temperature viscosity
of the fluid, f is Fanning friction factor, ReDh is the Reynolds number , β is chevron corrugation
inclination angle. The parameters f0 and f1 are proposed for Matin [31] that depend on the vis-
cous flow regime inside each channel (turbulent or laminar flow).
The pressure drop expression, showed in Eq. (3-5) (extracted from [2]), takes into account three
main mechanical energy losses: core heat exchanger fluid friction, movement between plates, and
the gravitational effect (∆Pg). In order to improve the friction factor calculation accuracy in the
pressure drop analysis, Eq. (3-4) has been replaced by Eq. (3-6) which also was adapted from
Elmaaty et al. [32] work. This empirical relation implies a dependence between plate friction
factor, chevron angle, plate enlargement factor, Reynolds number and limit layer effect instead of
Reynolds number and chevron angle in Eq. (3-4). For these calculi, all properties were computed
at the average temperature of each fluid.
∆P =
(








































Where ∆P is the total pressure drop of the equipment, L is the plate length, Dp is the plate port
diameter , p fluid pass number inside the plate heat exchanger, Gc is channel mass velocity, ρ̄
is the average fluid density and g is the gravity acceleration. AM (Φ), BM (Φ) and CM (β ) are
empirically adjusted functions for Φ and β proposed by Elmaaty et al. [32], limited to chevron
angle between 30 and 60 degrees that are the most common surface pattern for PHX.
Qiao et al. model [6] has been tested as an alternative to Gut & Pinto’s model. For same single-
phase application in this work, both models results have been compared and less than 1% outlet
temperature difference has been found. Based on Eldeeb et al. [33] opinion, Gut & Pinto’s model
have been selected because its higher computational speed. When two-phase flow have to be
simulated, it is required to change the selected model to Qiao et al. model because its features
with this kind of fluids, impossible to simulate with Gut & Pinto’s model.
3.2.2. PLATE HEAT EXCHANGER PERFORMANCE
Once a rigorous model to represent both fluid temperature profiles in a PHX has been obtained, a
performance measurement is necessary to evaluate operational configurations. Energetic behav-
ior of a HX based on thermodynamic first law could be understood as the quantity of energy that
goes from hot to cold fluid limited by fluids properties, flow arrangement and equipment geome-
try [1]. On the other hand, second law energy analysis is directly related to irreversible processes
inside HX when heat transfer at finite temperature differences, fluid mixing, phase change and/or
fluid flow friction phenomena occurs. Those phenomena are geometry, fluid and flow arrange-
ment dependent but environment dependent too. A change in those conditions cause an energy
quality depression that reduces the amount of energy that could be used in heat transfer, when a
HX is analyzed [3].
Many authors have proposed performance measurement parameters by what they interpreted as a
performance of heat exchangers [24]. It is important to highlight that Bejan in [34], proposed a
general criterion for rating heat exchangers performance called “Number of entropic production
units” to quantify the inverse relation between ∆T and ∆P and irreversibility in a heat transfer
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process. Additionally, Guo et al. in [35] stated that field synergy number, which relates velocity
field and heat flow, could be helpful in Shell and-Tube heat exchanger optimization than other
methods. Last authors in [36] proposed another performance parameter based on entransy dissi-
pation concept that reflects the degree of irreversibility caused by flow imbalance. The entransy
dissipation is a controversial concept that was analyzed by Kostic in [37] and disapproved by
Bejan in [38] and Sekulic et al. in [39] as a useful tool on the study field.
According to this, five parameters have been chosen to quantify the performance of the plate heat
exchangers: heat exchanger effectiveness, non-dimensional entropy generation, exergy transfer
effectiveness, energy efficiency index and entropic potential loss number; based on Bejan’s theo-
ries [34], [40] and judgments [38]. Selected parameters have been compared against the number
of transfer units (NTU). It is important to highlight that changing NTU values is related with real
applications of plates addition or remotion to the heat exchanger.
First, effectiveness (ε) or heat exchanger effectiveness, as well as NTU , are coupled in NTU-ε
method that is a simplified way to design heat exchangers and measure it performance based on
the relative quantity of energy that goes from hot to cold fluid compared to the enthalpy change
rate of the fluid with less heat capacity [3], [41]. For the present analysis, ε and NTU have been
calculated with Eq. (3-7) (adapted from [2]), and Eq. (3-8), taken from [3] and adapted to Pinto’s
model; respectively and for each PHX. Using Eq. (3-8), NTU was calculated for each plate and,



















Where θ is the dimensionless standardized fluid temperature, Cmin is the smallest heat capacity
between fluids that limits the heat transfer and A is the effective plate heat transfer area. The
charts presented in this document were obtained by changing the NTU by adding new plates to
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the equipment. In this case, the minimum number of plates was fixed to 2 and the maximum was
60, restricted by the relation between damping and computational cost of algorithm to archive
numerical convergence [30].
Shah [3] also proposed an expression to compute a dimensionless entropy generation (S∗) for heat
exchangers . In the present work, this parameter is associated to the sum of three phenomena that
produces irreversibilities in the PHX, they are the finite temperature difference (FDT ) between
fluids and the fluid friction (FF) inside the substances and within the fluid and the equipment
caused by the viscosity of hot and cold fluids[3]. So expressions in Eq. (3-9) and Eq. (3-10),
have been used to calculate this dimensionless parameter, taking into account that the water has








, for sides I and II (3-9)
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Where Ṡ is the entropy generated by irrevesibilities, Cmax is the largest heat capacity between
fluids and the ∗ means dimensionless.
Now exergy transfer effectiveness (εe) means the relation between exergy actually transferred to
objective fluid against its theoretical maximum [41], based in the theory developed by Wu [15].
Its application to the current work have required the use of the correct definition in each situation
as has been described by Marmolejo [24] and Martinaitis et al. [23]. Those situations have been
coupled to the selection of a room temperature, which caused different behaviors if the tempera-
ture profiles were all above, all below or any of them crossing this room temperature. Barron [42]
stated that there is always thermal energy exchange between equipment and the environment that
degrades the HE performance, specially on T∞ HE. Changes in reference environment leads to
changes on energy and exergy transfer direction as stated by Martinaitis et al. [23]. In addition,
Martinaitis & Streckienke concluded in [22] that HE that works near room temperature, tend to
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have low exergy efficiency values.
Because room temperature cases, the definition used to calculate the exergy change in the first
two cases is presented in Eq. (3-11), and for the third case, the expressions 1− T∞T and T −T∞,
in parenthesis, changes their sign as was proposed in [24]. Additionally, due to dependence on
gravitational pressure drop used to calculate the exergy change, the maximum exergy change took
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Where T∞ is the room temperature and v is the specific volume.
Another parameter is the Energy Efficiency Index (EEI), recently proposed by Zhang et al. [19].
This value was specifically created to measure the performance in single phase flow plate heat
exchangers. EEI was defined as it appears in Eq. (3-12) and its meaning is related directly
with performance of PHX in terms of energy efficiency [19], but is in a good agreement with the
second law of thermodynamics too. Their approach shows a connection between energy losses
related to fluid friction in each fluid, the equipment geometry and the energy transfer potential
involving all heat transfer phenomena from hot to the cold fluid. Here, the overall heat transfer









Where ω is a weight coefficient for pressure drop - plate length rate in each side of the PHX
and n is a factor that characterizes heat transfer process PHX in Zhang et al. base line database.
Following the recommendation of [19], n have been set to 0.31 based on less fluctuation criterion
against channel flow velocity stated by Zhang et al.. Finally, the last parameter has been computed
to get an entire spectrum of the equipment performance. This value was the Entropic Potential
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Loss Number (NEPL) proposed by Wenterodt et al. [17] that is presented in Eq. (3-13). This
index shows how bad a process or a component might be, connecting it with the energy quality
reduction given by the entropy generated during the equipment operation [17]. Moreover, its






Where Ṡgen and Q̇ are total entropy generation and heat transferred from hot to cold fluid, respec-
tively.
3.2.3. OPERATION CONDITIONS
Fixed operative conditions, used in this work simulations, are shown in Table 3-1. These con-
ditions are similar to those used in [2] but both fluids are water instead. As aforementioned in
section 3.1, the three cases concerning environmental temperature effect have been considered
for both fluid inlet temperatures and they are: all above (a) or below (b) room temperature, and
one or both fluid temperatures crossing it (c) at some point in the PHX. To ensure the heat transfer
process and to study (a), (b), and (c) cases, inlet fluid temperature difference and three different
cold fluid inlet temperatures were fixed using values of 20K, 30◦C, 2◦C, and 15◦C respectively.




Side I Hot water 1.30 1.7×10−6
Side II Cold water 1.30 1.7×10−6
Equipment geometry used in simulations is shown in table 3-2. This geometric parameter set is
similar to used by Gut & Pinto in [2] but with the commertial characteristics recommended for
PHX in [19] and diagonal flow channels.
Zaleski & Klepacka [13], after observing PHX behavior, found that two-pass/two-pass-flow
showed better performance than other multiple-pass configuration. It has been chosen as starting
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Value 74 23.6 2.7 5.9 45 1.17 0.7 17
point to analyze cold fluid inlet port impact on PHX performance. Potential inlet ports are show
in Fig. 3-2 where four positions are: for parallel flow, next to hot fluid entrance (φ = 1), at the
same side but in the other end of the frame (φ = 2) and, in counterflow, in front of (φ = 3) and









Figure 3-2: Fluids connection port and route in plate heat exchanger: a) φ = 1, b) φ = 2 , c) φ = 3 d) φ = 4. Solid
line: hot fluid, dashed line: cold fluid.
Simulation algorithm (Fig. 3-1) includes a condition to obtain feasible configurations. This
condition is mean velocity value inside each channel, calculated at inlet conditions of each fluid.
Velocity limits were fixed from 0.1 m/s to 1 m/s according to [19]. Condition reason has been
the unreal pressure drop triggered by high mass flow rate, related to speeds higher than the upper
limit and low heat transfer coefficients at lower speeds [1].
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3.3. Results
How it was said before, it have been analyzed cold fluid connection port and room temperature
influence on industrial PHX first and second law performance. Typically, HX behavior is dis-
cussed based on NTU that is influenced by geometry, heat transfer, and operating conditions (Eq.
(3-8)). However, for fixed operating conditions and uncontrollable U , NTU is entirely ruled by
geometry changes. Fig. 3-3 (a) have been created to show the relationship between actual ge-
ometry change and NTU . Fig. 3-3 (a) chart is crucial to turn NTU in an actual industrial easy
controllable discrete PHX parameter.
3.3.1. HEAT EXCHANGER EFFECTIVENESS-NTU
It is possible to realize that, for all indexes, simulated under the same geometric parameters, the
equipment working below T∞ handles the lowest NTU , against applications that are above or
crossing room temperature. Those corresponding to the equipment with the largest thermal size
are established for applications above room temperature. Hence, how it was shown in [3], ge-
ometric equipment equality does not necessarily represent the same NTU . Therefore, Fig. 3-3
(b) has been obtained overlaying room temperature cases curves that does not have same domain,
as commented before and as a result of ε external variables independence, for instance, room
temperature.
For the particular situation of φ = 3, the fluid comes out with the 80 percent of the maximum the-
oretical energy transfer it could reach, according to the first law of thermodynamics. In addition,
this is the equipment with the best performance in this parameter, with a tendency to improve as
soon as the thermal size of the equipment is increased (increasing the heat transfer area increases
the overall coefficient of heat transfer, see Fig. 3-3 (b). This is reflected in a better heat transfer
from the hot fluid to the cold under the operating conditions.
As seen in Fig. 3-3 (b) that φ = 1 configuration reached its theoretical asymptotic point in
NTU = 2, which means that, although its thermal size increases, the performance of the first
law cannot improve beyond a value close to ε = 0.5. It contrasts to φ = 3 and φ = 4 behavior
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Figure 3-3: a) Plate amount in heat exchanger vs. NTU . Above room temperature (upward triangle), Crossing room
temperature (cross), below room temperature (downward triangle)
b) Effectiveness vs. NTU . φ = 1 (star), φ = 2 (triangle), φ = 3 (circle), φ = 4 (square)
.
because they tend to increase in effectiveness for values larger than NTU = 2 (in a higher rate for
φ = 3 than for φ = 4 connection) or, on the contrary, it tends to decrease as the φ = 2 configura-
tion.
φ = 2 configuration reaches its maximum performance for small equipment when NTU = 2 (see
Fig. 3-3 (b)). From that point, there is an ε tendency to decrease with plate heat exchange size
increase without finding the asymptotic behavior indicated by [1], [3]. As seen in Fig. 3-2 (b),
this behavior is directly related to parallel flow pattern and ε dependence on temperature differ-
ence (see Eq. (3-7)) that decreases though PHX.
3.3.2. EXERGY TRANSFER EFFECTIVENESS-NTU
As shown in Eq. (3-11), exergy transfer effectiveness is highly dependent on T∞. It must be high-
lighted that exergy destruction, associated with heat transfer and irreversibilities from or through
environment could be useful or useless depending on the PHX aim. If there is a energy increasing
requirement for a fluid, energy quality loss, could be beneficial to reach equipment objective [3],
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otherwise it is futile.
This index is presented in Fig. 3-4 for hot fluid and Fig. 3-5 for cold fluid. It has a high de-
pendence on the direction in which the heat is transferred between the fluids, and between the
fluids and the environment, and represents the amount of useful energy of each fluid with respect
to its reference environment [15], [24]. This is noted in the reversal of the location of the curves
of effectiveness of the hot fluid when both are above room temperature (Fig. 3-4 (a)) and those
representing the cold fluid when both substances are below room temperature (Fig. 3-5 (b)). This
is a normal behavior proposed by [24] and depends on the gap between the fluid inside the PHX
and the reference state.
For any of the cases represented in Fig. 3-4 and Fig. 3-5, the configuration with φ = 3 connec-
tion, is the one that shows the best performance either with the hot or cold fluid and so the one
that most exergy transmits to the target medium. In addition, increasing the size of the equipment
positively affects its performance according to [15] definition.
The case where both fluids are above the ambient temperature (Fig. 3-4 (a) and Fig. 3-5 (a)),
is the one that presents the most dissimilar behaviors between the possible types of connection.
φ = 1 and φ = 4 configurations reach the asymptotic value of operation in the proposed domain
for both the hot fluid as for the cold. On the other hand, when the fluids are both below the am-
bient temperature (as seen in Fig. 3-4 (b) and Fig. 3-5 (b)), it can be highlighted that the small
equipment performance under this parameter is very similar but they changes a lot with area in-
crement. Performance equality becomes much more noticeable, when any of the fluids crosses
the temperature of the reference environment (as seen in Fig. 3-4 (c) and Fig. 3-5 (c)), for a
greater part of the domain, except for the equipment with φ = 3 connection, which has a marked
tendency to improvement.
Again, under the qualification of this parameter (based on thermodynamics second law), it is the
parallel flow connection with the φ = 2 port the one that has the worst performance. For it, the
quality of the energy is seriously degraded when the size is enhanced (as seen in Fig. 3-4 (a) and
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Figure 3-4: Hot fluid εe vs. NTU for: a) both fluids above room temperature, b) both fluids below room temperature,
c) almost one fluid crossing room temperature. φ = 1 (star), φ = 2 (triangle), φ = 3 (circle), φ = 4
(square)

































Figure 3-5: Cold fluid εe vs. NTU for: a) both fluids above room temperature, b) both fluids below room temperature,
c) almost one fluid crossing room temperature. φ = 1 (star), φ = 2 (triangle), φ = 3 (circle), φ = 4
(square).
Fig. 3-5 (a)). In addition to this, its greatest performance is achieved in smaller equipment (NTU
around 2.0 in Fig. 3-4 (b) and Fig. 3-5 (b)) and from there a downward trend is shown, with
respect to the non-dimensional size of heat transfer.
The situation, in which the ambient temperature is crossed, greatly influences the performance of
the equipment, as seen in the figures 3-4 (c) and 3-5 (c). This is derived from Newtonian fluids
low viscosity at room temperature that indeed impacts on pressure drop values. Just in φ = 3
case, it is possible to improve the exergy transfer to the target fluid and only under the premise of
feasibility in the handling of relatively large equipment area. It is proposed to apply the plate and
frame heat exchangers in situations where both fluids are above or below the ambient temperature.
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3.3.3. DIMENSIONLESS ENTROPY GENERATION-NTU
As it was shown in the Fig. 3-6 , the entropy generation trend is lower as the thermal size of the
equipment becomes greater; phenomenon that is related to lower speeds through the flow chan-
nels, parameter directly associated with the pressure drop, as shown by the Eq. (3-9).
The finite difference of temperature component is relevant in the equipment second law perfor-
mance. As it is shown in the section 3.2.3, operating conditions were established with a maximum
temperature difference between fluids of 20K, regardless of the situation to be analyzed. How-
ever, depending on the type of connection selected, this difference occurs at the inlet of PHX in
φ = 1 and φ = 2 cases, with a low reduction rate for φ = 2 about the increase in the size of the
equipment, as seen on figures 3-6 (a) and 3-6 (c). For φ = 3 configuration, thermal shock is the
least of all, since the temperature difference of 20K does not occur for the steady state operation,
because fluids are countercurrent and have already traveled a certain distance inside the heat ex-
changer as seen in Fig. 3-2 (c). For this reason, dimensionless entropy generation is the lowest for
φ = 3. In the current liquid-liquid application pressure drops has its greatest influence when high
channel velocity equipment are analyzed. When S∗ is measured on that PHX, they have greater
generation rate than those with the lower velocities, but it does not greatly affects fluid properties.
On the other hand, when multiphase or gas applications are required, pressure drop will affect the
fluid properties additionally and it have to be taken into account in a rigorous way.
Equipment with the lowest fluid temperature have the greatest capacity of entropy generation
compared to those with higher temperatures because, as it is seen in the Fig. 3-6 (b), they are
those that present higher values of this parameter, phenomenon associated with higher viscosities
and densities that make more difficult the pass through channels and that lead to further pressure
drops in the equipment plus heat transfer to surroundings. It is also possible to see in Fig. 3-6 (b)
that the location of the cold fluid inlet connection is irrelevant in the smaller feasible equipment,
since as shown, the curves start from the same point in a value of NTU close to 1.4 and they have
a small difference up to the value of 1.7. It is a similar behavior presented in Fig. 3-4 (b) and
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Fig. 3-5 (b) when cold fluid εe is analyzed, but not as marked as with S∗. In contrast to it, the
analysis based on NEPL shows a dissimilar behavior between port connection in all NTU domain
regardless the temperature case, as can be seen in Fig. 3-8.










































Figure 3-6: Dimensionless entropy generation vs. NTU for: a) both fluids above room temperature, b) both fluids
below room temperature, c) almost one fluid crossing room temperature. φ = 1 (star), φ = 2 (triangle),
φ = 3 (circle), φ = 4 (square).
Again, it is φ = 3 equipment that presents the best performance and it can be improved by adding
plates to the exchanger for the three situations analyzed in Fig. 3-6. Therefore, this equipment has
the lowest degeneration in the quality of energy that is transmitted (heat) and is added (pumping
power) to both fluids for its passage through the heat exchanger. In contrast, φ = 1 and φ =
2 configurations have the worst performance among the possible types of connection for the
equipment. Unlike other indicators, PHX with φ = 2 connection, at least when both fluids are
above room temperature, have a slight tendency to improve its operation as the thermal size of
the equipment increases (see Fig. 3-6 (a)).
3.3.4. ENERGY EFFICIENCY INDEX-NTU
In the analysis of this parameter, it have to be highlighted that there is a lack of influence related
to the location of the cold fluid inlet connection on EEI but it is influenced by room temperature
cases, as expected by U and ∆P dependence on fixed geometric and operative parameters. As it
is shown in the Fig. 3-7, using EEI it is possible to see that the smallest heat exchangers have a
better relationship between their capability to transfer heat and its pressure drop (as seen in the
left side of Fig. 3-7). This indicates that they transfer the energy better from one fluid to another,
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despite having the greatest pressure drops due to the high velocity of the fluid passing through
the channels in contrast to those of greater thermal size. This agrees with what is stated by [1],
because with greater speed there is greater turbulence and heat transfer is better. Room temper-
ature cases influence is directly related to T-dependent fluid properties because U and ∆P are a
function of them.
According to [19], all configurations simulated are in the group of low energy efficiency plate
heat exchangers due to EEI < 176.35. Energy Efficiency Index has a downward trend as the
size of the equipment increases as it appear in Fig. 3-7. In contrast to what was said by [19],
in the present work, at higher speed (that leads higher turbulence and Reynolds number), it has
been found the best index values, mainly related to lower pressure drop in little equipment. In
addition, the lowest exergy transfer effectiveness for counterflow configurations and, the best εe
for parallel flow configurations, associated, moreover the pressure drop, to higher or lower heat
transfer coefficient, respectively have been found for the best EEI values. As it is seen in Fig. 3-7,
higher temperature equipment have the best performance. It is a result from the less pressure drop
inside those PHX that have warmer fluids (with less viscosity and density) through their channels.











Figure 3-7: T∞ influence on EEI. BAbove room temperature (upward triangle), Crossing room temperature (cross),
below room temperature (downward triangle).
It is understood that heat transfer and pressure drop have to be weighted up in order to balance
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the inverse proportionality of heat transfer rate and dissipation in HX but EEI is not necessary a
good indicator for HX design. Its physical formulation only takes into account a first law criteria
due to it is based on Nusselt number and friction factor ratio. Despite Zhang et al. [19] conclude
that EEI shows a good agreement with the second law, it is clear that Eq. (3-12) only relates first
law criteria and n exponent cannot be physically related with second law. How it was mentioned,
Zhang et al. chose n exponent by trial and error (instead of an optimization approach), reaching
a 0.31 value which leads a low variance (due to velocity fluctuation) respect to an “efficient”
average value of EEI. The correlation between EEI and exergy efficiency, presented in [19], do
not follow a quantitative approach, just a highly fortuitous numerical coincidence.
3.3.5. ENTROPIC POTENTIAL LOSS NUMBER-NTU













































Figure 3-8: NEPL vs. NTU for: a) both fluids above room temperature, b) both fluids below room temperature, c)
almost one fluid crossing room temperature. φ = 1 (star), φ = 2 (triangle), φ = 3 (circle), φ = 4 (square).
As it can be seen in Fig. 3-8 (b), heat transfer processes that can most discharge entropy to the
environment are those that are made below the ambient temperature. This may be due to pressure
drop becomes more noticeable when the viscosities and densities are lower and heat goes from
environment to them due to temperature difference between it and fluids inside PHX. Entropic
potential is also increased by heat exchange process and direction between cold fluids and the
surroundings of PHX, as exposed in second thermodynamics law.
For all temperature cases measured with Nepl , the φ = 3 equipment tend to generate the lowest
amount of entropy when the heat transfer is done. This is because the thermal shock between
the substances is the least compared to φ = 1, φ = 2 and φ = 4 equipment connection, as was
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exposed in Fig. 3-2. It is also necessary to affirm that higher thermal size, leads to reduction in
Entropic Potential Loss Number related to better equipment performance.
For the three simulated cases, the connection represented by φ = 2 is the worst and has its value
of minimum entropy loss in small equipment (NTU = 2.2), which means that this type of connec-
tion is not recommended for equipment with many plates. For these devices, it would be losing
to the environment more than 3.2% of the heat that will be transmitted between the working fluids.
In the case of the φ = 1 connection, in all situations analyzed, it reaches an asymptotic value
of entropy generation potential by heat transfer of 3.2% for both fluids above room temperature
(Fig. 3-8 (a)), 3.9% for both fluids below room temperature (Fig. 3-8 (b)) and 3.5% for some of
the fluids crossing the room temperature (Fig. 3-8 (c)). This implies that adding plates to the heat
exchanger,does not change the relationship between the entropy released to the environment and
heat transferred, in PHX where NTU ≥ 3.5.
Based on all indexes, there is better first and second law performance in counterflow configu-
rations (φ = 3 and φ = 4 cold fluid connection port) than parallel flow configurations (φ = 1
and φ = 2 cold fluid connection port). φ = 3 configuration can exchange more heat in a less
irreversible way, generates less entropy and tend to expel less to entropy to surroundings when
energy movement is done, that represents the best energy use between port options. On the other
hand, φ = 2 has the worst performance plus there is not improvement while heat transfer area is
increased. Authors encourage avoiding its use when it is possible. According to room tempera-
ture cases, energy quality is better preserved when both fluid are above room temperature. It is
supported by higher thermal sizes, higher exergy transfer between fluid and less lost heat to sur-
roundings. Nevertheless, PHX goal must be considered to act on PHX performance improvement




A performance analysis of first and second thermodynamic laws was done over 40 configurations
of plate heat exchangers. By both laws analysis is concluded that counterflow φ = 3 connection
is the best configuration for a plate heat exchanger due to its performance against other kind of
connection. The worst plate heat exchangers are those that have φ = 2 connection port because
they generates the greatest irrversibilities from finite temperature difference.
Based on heat transfer effectiveness definition, φ = 2 cold fluid inlet port configuration equipment
have an uncommon behavior because the does not have an asymptotic value when the thermal size
of the equipment becomes bigger. Instead, they have a maximum performance and after that, ef-
fectiveness tend to decrease.
Departing from exergy transfer effectiveness results, an asymptotic value was reached for φ = 1,
φ = 2 and φ = 4 cold fluid inlet port configuration equipment for both fluid when, almost one
fluid, crosses the room temperature. In contrast, for φ = 3 configuration εe increase it value in the
same situation. Exergy efficiency tends to decrease for φ = 2 in the remain 2 cases.
For PHX with the lowest NTU and below room temperature, does not have different dimen-
sionless entropy generation parameter. When equipment get bigger, there are strong difference
between parallel (φ = 3 and φ = 4) and counterflow (φ = 1 and φ = 2) configurations as the same
way than over and crossing room temperature.
Energy efficiency index is not affected by cold fluid port location, but it is sensible to tempera-
ture. Plate heat exchangers with higher temperature can transfer heat in a better way and have the
lowest pressure drop.
Finally, plate and frame heat exchangers working below T∞ have the highest chance to discharge
entropy to environment. In those equipment configurations, fluid friction component for pressure
drop and the direction of heat transfer between environment and fluid have a greater impact when
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the heat transfer process is done.
The exposed work is a guide that can be used as a tool to select the operating and installation
conditions for single-phase PHX. It also could be used to choice PHX configurations according
to environmental conditions of any place. It is outside of the scope the current work to analyze
performance on multiphase heat exchanger due to the limitations of Gut & Pinto’s model but with
a powerful tool, it could be done with a similar procedure. Moreover, this work have only used an
energetic first and second thermodynamics law performance approach, without including the cost
performance for manufacturing, operation and/or maintenance of PHX, that could be computed
based on the results of the simulations and adding cost indexes, as proposed by Bejan [40].
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3.5. Nomenclature
T , Temperature, [K].
x , Channel flow direction coordinate, [m].
s , Channel flow direction parameter, dimensionless.
w , Effective plate width for heat exchanger, [m].
U , Overall heat transfer coefficient, [W/m2K].
ṁ , Mass flow rate, [kg/s].
c , Specific heat, [J/kgK].
h , Convective heat transfer coefficient, [W/m2K].
kp , Plate thermal conductivity, [W/mK].
R f , Fouling Factor, [m2K/W ].
Nu , Nusselt number, dimensionless.
f , Fanning friction factor, dimensionless.
Dh , Equivalent diameter of channel, [m].
k , Fluid thermal conductivity, [W/mk].
Pr , Prandtl number, dimensionless.
Re , Reynolds number, dimensionless.
f0 , Martin’s parameter 0 for friction factor, dimensionless.
f1 , Martin’s parameter 1 for friction factor, dimensionless.
P , Pressure, [Pa].
L , Plate length, [m].
Dp , Port diameter of plate, [m].
p , Number of passes of each fluid inside the plate heat exchanger, dimensionless.
Gc , Channel mass velocity, [kg/m2s].
g , Gravity acceleration, [m/s2].
AM , Empirically adjusted Φ function by Muley for f , dimensionless.
BM , Empirically adjusted Φ function by Muley for f , dimensionless.
CM , Empirically adjusted β function by Muley for f , dimensionless.
C , Heat capacity, [W/K].
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A , Effective plate heat transfer area, [m2].
S , Entropy, [J/K].
Ṡ , Entropy rate, [W/K].
Q̇ , Heat transfer rate, [W ].
b , Channel average thickness, [m].
v , Specific volume, [m3/kg].
3.5.1. SYMBOLS
Φ , Plate area enlargement factor, dimensionless.
δp , Thickness of metal plate, [m].
µ , Fluid viscosity, [Pa · s].
β , Plate chevron corrugation inclination angle, [Degrees].
∆ , Increment / decrement,
ρ , Fluid density, [kg/m3].
ε , Heat exchanger effectiveness, dimensionless.
θ , Standardized fluid temperature, dimensionless.
εe , Exergy transfer effectiveness, dimensionless.
ϑ , Inlet temperature ratio, dimensionless.
ω , Weight coefficient for pressure drop - plate length rate, dimensionless.
φ , Cold fluid inlet port connection.
3.5.2. SUPERSCRIPTS
∗ , Dimensionless.
n , Zhang et al.’s factor for heat transfer process in PHX.
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3.5.3. SUBSCRIPTS
i , Plate heat exchanger channel, inlet .
p , Plate, port.
I , Hot side.





h , Hot fluid.
c , Cold fluid.
g , Gravity associated.
∞ , Room or ambient.
gen , Generation.
3.5.4. ABBREVIATIONS
HE , Heat Exchanger.
PHX , Gasketed-Plate (and frame) Heat Exchanger.
NTU , Number of Transfer Units.
FF , Fluid friction.
FT D , Finite Temperature Difference.
EEI , Energy Efficiency Index.
EPL , Entropic Potential Loss.
ODE , Ordinary Differential equation.
CFD , Computational Fluid Dynamics.
HVAC , Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning.
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This research process has targeted the problem of heat exchanger evaluation applying methodolo-
gies of “Thermal design and optimization” as second law analysis. This project impacts directly
on industrial energy use because those equipment are fundamental on every place where energy
has to be shifted between media (e.g. food and beverage processing, pharmaceutical, rubber and
petrochemical industries, biofuel production and power plants).
The problem was solved developing a methodology based on Second Law of Thermodynamics
indexes to rate feasible heat exchangers. This methodology can be used in a particular situation,
as in chapter 2, or in a wider context with the correct assumptions, as saw in chapter 3. This
was possible this was possible thanks to the developed algorithms (represented on Figs. 2-1, 2-
6 and 3-1) that couple heat exchanger thermodynamic models with entropy and exergy indicators.
Chapter 2 explained how to select a heat exchanger based on rigorous design model and a Sec-
ond Law evaluation for a particular situation. According to obtained charts (Fig. 2-7 and Fig.
2-8) there is an energy optimum that is reached on manufacturable heat exchanger. The main
contribution is that empirical based recommendation for designing established by Tubular Heat
Exchanger Manufacturer Association on Shell-&-Tube are in a very good agreement with second
law performance on equipment.
This methodology can be used for selecting heat exchanger type in any situation where fluid
thermo-physical properties data and process operation data are available. Additionally, if there
is a geometry based formulation to rate /design the selected type of heat exchanger, a specific
equipment could be compared to anther based on accessible raw materials and components.
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On the other hand, in chapter 3 a wider approach was developed, to generate a set of feasible
equipment that can be a guide for many liquid-liquid gasketed-plate situations because water is
used as both working fluid. In this case, an installation variable (cold fluid port connection allo-
cation) and room temperature were taken into account. Those variables are always present when
a gasketed-plate heat exchanger solution is needed and cannot be skipped for industries designer
and engineers. According to this, low temperature processes are those that degrades energy the
most because they expel higher amounts of entropy to surroundings than those that work above
room temperature. This fact can be an advantage or disadvantage taking in account the heat trans-
fer process aim. In addition, heat exchanger fluids connection ports allocation should be at same
height and in opposite sides of the heat exchanger, whenever possible, to ensure the lowest waste
and the best energy use.
It is to highlight that all obtained useful design charts compares NTU (Eq.3-8) with ε (Eq.3-7),
εe (Eq. 3-11), S∗ (Eqs. 3-9 and 3-10), NEPL (Eq. 3-13), that are non-dimensional functions.
The above situation yields in simulation results independence from particular situations as heat
exchanger geometric values or fluid selection, among others.
4.1. Recomendations and Future Work
To supplement methodologies presented in this work, researchers and engineers can face it from
two main topics thermo-economics and phase-change. Based on those topics, some future work
can be conducted on this field:
• It is known that good designs are reached when all available resources are used in an op-
timal way. On the current approach, energy use may be near an optimum and it could be
reached by setting an energy efficiency function as an objective function in an optimization
algorithm. Nevertheless, “Thermal design and optimization” also includes the economic
path. This restriction has been omitted, but it is very important to generate feasible config-
urations. It is recommended that second law analysis come along with an economic anal-
ysis due to best energy performance have high monetary cost. Since thermo-economics is
a better approach to evaluate the equipment selection than only energy efficiency or only
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minimum cost, the exposed methodology is suitable to be part of an MINLP optimization
perspective. Therefore, it has to include rigorous thermo-economic model. Traditionally, a
cost function for a heat exchanger is heat transfer area based and corrected by some param-
eters. However, to continue with the same strategy on this dissertation, it is necessary that
capital cost be coupled with material quantity, price, its manufacturing operations and the
geometry.
• A specific situation have been solve for liquid-liquid heat exchangers, where thermo-physical
properties depend mainly on temperature. However, gas and vapor phase heat exchanger
were omitted because they need both temperature and pressure to establish their thermo-
physical properties. As a consequence, thermodynamic models used on this approach must
be changed to other that can generate temperature and pressure profiles inside the heat ex-
changer. Additionally if there is multiphase flow inside the equipment, a third independent
property is needed and the heat transfer mechanism variates with it, that yields in situation
where researchers and engineers are limited by the availability of phase change correlations
for the working fluids.
Finally, the methodologies exposed in chapters 2 and 3 could be used to select equipment different
from heat exchangers. It depends on the availability of rigorous design models for the equipment
and indicators based on the second law of thermodynamics that represent the phenomenon occur-
ring within the equipment.
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